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Abstract

We study the problem of gathering data and aggregation in decentralized, heterogeneous sensor networks for reliable communication. In many application scenarios, we have sensors with small energy budget and size in the network. Wildlife monitoring is one of many examples within the Internet of Things research community. To improve communication reliability and energy-efficiency of the network in such applications, macro-diversity has been employed on the data samples received by multiple sensor nodes in the network. Thus resulting in the reduction of transmission failures and further avoiding costly retransmissions. In recent times, macro-diversity techniques have been proposed which uses a distributed sensor network as an antenna array at the receiver end. These techniques primarily need the sensor nodes to forward the data samples to the sink node, to apply different diversity combining techniques. The process of forwarding the data samples from all the ground nodes at all times in the network incur a huge cost. We present two algorithms, a cluster and a tree-based one, that help to reduce the data transfers in the network by pushing the aggregation process near to the point of transmission within the network. Sensor nodes within the network act as an aggregator and apply diversity combining technique on the received samples from multiple receivers rather than at a centralized sink node. In an extensive set of simulations, we show that our algorithms substantially outperform naïve centralized solution and also depending upon the topology, cluster-based and tree-based algorithms outperform each other in terms of time delay and energy footprint.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have revolutionized habitat and environmental monitoring [1]–[3]. It allows us to study and monitor wildlife without any human intervention. WSNs usually have sensors with different capabilities. Tiny sensor node (referred to as a mobile node) is mounted on the targeted species[3]. These tiny sensor nodes continuously collect the data and transmit it to the static ground network on request. The ground network is made of many distributed sensor nodes (or ground nodes). These distributed sensor nodes have less energy restriction than the mobile sensor node and are connected to each other and a centralized node(referred to as sink node). Energy constraints of the mobile node pose challenge to the successful communication between the mobile node and other sensor nodes.

Sensor nodes use wireless communication to communicate with each other. Due to the low energy budget, the signal transmitted by the mobile node experience losses due to various channel effects like shadowing, multi-path fading and Free Space Path Loss (FSPL). Therefore, a sensor node may receive the signal from the mobile node but with high probability may not be able to decode it successfully, resulting in loss of data. To overcome such situation diversity combining technique has been proposed. Receive diversity helps us to exploit space diversity between sensor node, which treats these nodes as a distributed antenna array [4], [5].

To employ diversity combining, received samples needs to gather at a single node. The most naive approach can be to forward all the samples detected by the sensor nodes to the computationally superior sink node, followed by employing diversity combining on all the samples received at the sink node. Diversity combining can only help to successfully decode the signal if the channel losses experienced by different sensor nodes are uncorrelated to each other [6]. Employing diversity combining at the sink node is simple and effective; however, it has serious efficiency concerns. Forwarding of all the samples to the sink node from the sensor nodes surrounding the event will result in congestion, and increase in time to transfer the
data to the sink node. The sensor nodes are acting as a relay will consume more energy to receive and transmit the samples to be forwarded. Consequently, resulting in a reduced lifetime of the WSN.

In the literature, some surveys exist [7]–[9], focusing on data aggregation techniques in the WSN. The literature survey focuses mainly on resource constraints like computational power, energy efficiency and security. Data aggregation aims at reducing the amount of data by performing suitable summarization. The aggregation techniques proposed in the literature have usually dealt with homogenous sensor networks, i.e., network with sensor nodes of similar capabilities.

In this work, we devise techniques to use channel resources and energy of the WSN efficiently, by finding an aggregator near the location of an event to perform data aggregation. Diversity combining is to be considered as an aggregation methodology, hence, producing a single stream of data to forward towards the sink node. Aggregation will result in less transmission towards the sink, therefore, resulting in efficient use of channel resources and energy of the sensor nodes in the network.

We are considering a heterogeneous sensor network for our work, and it has three different sensor nodes, mobile node, ground node and a sink node. Mobile node has the highest energy restriction due to its small size, a ground node has comparatively lesser energy restrictions, and the sink node is computational superior and has the highest energy budget. Multiple ground nodes gather any data transmitted by the mobile node and forward it to the sink node.

To efficiently gather and forward aggregated data to the sink node we propose variants of cluster and tree approach. The proposed technique explores diversity combining as a way to reduce the forwarding of redundant data samples.

Our main contributions are be summarized as follows:

- We develop variants of cluster and tree algorithms for using diversity combining in a distributed fashion in the ground network.
- We use a wildlife monitoring scenario to investigate the performance of the algorithms proposed.
- We perform an extensive set of simulations and discuss the results.

We have submitted a conference paper "Efficient Data Gathering for Decentralized Diversity Combining in Heterogeneous Sensor Networks", for publication at IEEE WCNC 2019, based upon our work in the thesis. It is not yet published, as it is under peer review.

In the paper, I proposed and implemented the cluster-based algorithm, and I also implemented the centralized and the tree-based algorithm on the same model and application scenario to compare the three algorithms.
Chapter 2

Fundamentals & State-of-the-art

To understand the algorithms proposed and the results presented in the thesis, this chapter provides an overview of the background and state-of-the-art techniques. This chapter introduces WSN, effects observed in wireless channels and diversity combining techniques (Sections 2.1 to 2.3) We also present various efficient routing algorithms (Section 2.4). Additionally, we present an overview of BATS project and simulation tools for WSN (Sections 2.5 and 2.6).

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks

WSN is a network made up of numbers of distributed sensor nodes. The sensor nodes are capable of detecting and gathering data. These sensor nodes are low power devices. They are fitted with “limited memory, a power supply, a processor, a radio and an actuator” [10]. With the help of onboard processors, sensors nodes can perform computation and forward partially processed data. These unique features make WSNs useful for a wide range of application areas. Akyildiz et al. [11] mention few application areas like “health, military, weather monitoring, intrusion detection and monitoring in disaster areas”.

The sensors nodes gather the data and often forward it to the sink node, i.e., more powerful node with more computation capability and act as a link to the internet. In WSN, nodes communicate with each other using a wireless link in an ad-hoc manner. This implies such networks do not need network manager. Nodes self-organize and manage the network. The sensor gathering data are also termed as the source node. Multiple sources nodes measurements are forwarded to the sink node, which is usually at a far distance. These source nodes forward the measured data by multihop architecture to the sink node.

Deployment environment of these sensor nodes makes its maintenance difficult and impractical. Sensor nodes are deployed to run on battery power, the use of battery
power decides the lifetime of the node in the network. The energy consumption by a sensor node is attributed to three major activities carried out by such nodes i.e., monitoring or sensing, data processing and communication. In multihop architecture, sensor nodes also act as a relay for other source nodes further consuming energy in receiving and later transmitting the data towards the sink node. Thus reducing the number of such transmissions can help to extend the lifetime of the network.

2.2 Channel Losses

In WSN, sensor nodes use a wireless link to communicate to each other. Radio signals are propagating over the wireless link experience loss. These losses can be credited to effects like FSPL, shadowing and fading which radio signal experience, when in the air.

2.2.1 Free Space Path Loss

Consider a transmitter and receiver in a vacuum. Assuming the transmitter is an isotropic antenna, an isotropic antenna is defined as an antenna which radiates energy in all direction uniformly. The power of the signal transmitted by the transmitter antenna propagates equally in all direction.

The transmitter transmits the signal with a specific energy. The signal travels as a light wave in a spherical shape, with the transmitter at the centre. Sphere continuously grows moving away from the transmitter. The transmitted energy gets distributed equally over the sphere’s surface.

The received power at the receiver depends on the size and orientation of the receiver to the transmitter. The receiver extracts power from a constant area of cross-section. As the distance from the transmitter increases the power per unit cross-section area decreases, resulting in less received power at the receiver.

This loss is expressed by Free-space path loss formula which is derived from Friis transmission formulae.

\[
FSPL = \left(\frac{4\pi d}{\lambda}\right)^2
\]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

The loss is directly proportional to the square of the distance \(d\) from the transmitter and inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength \(\lambda\) of the radio signal. But in real world vacuum does not exist.

The environment has trees, buildings, mountains etc. Signal experiences additional effects to the attenuation caused by the distance between transmitter and receiver. One of such effect is blocking or shadowing of radio signals due to large obstacles.
2.2.2 Shadowing

The radio signal propagates in free space in a straight line, like the light. Signals with higher frequency, behave more like the light. An even small obstacle like tree, building, or truck can block the signal completely. In extreme case, the radio signal is blocked entirely by obstacles.

Another effect is the reflection of radio signals. If the obstacle is substantial when compared to the wavelength of the signal, the radio signal is reflected. The radio signal attenuates on every reflection, as obstacle absorbs some of the signal’s power. Reflection does attenuate the signal, but at times it helps the transmitting signals, in the case when the transmitter and receiver are not in straight line or no a line-of-sight (LOS) exists.

In case of the size of the obstacle being in the order of the wavelength or less, the radio signals get scattered. On scattering, the power of the transmitted signal gets scattered into many weak signals.

As we discussed radio signals propagate, like the light, it travels with the speed of light, but only in the vacuum. Its speed depends on the density of the medium. The radio signal that travels into the denser medium bends towards the medium, the effect is known as refraction. As the density of the atmosphere is higher closer to the ground, the LOS of the radio waves bends towards the earth.

2.2.3 Multipath Fading

Due to effects like scattering, reflection multiple copies of the signal reaches the receiver. Each copy travels a different path and experiences different attenuation, delay, or phase shift. The difference in phase and delay causes these copies of the signal to interfere either constructively or destructively at the receiver. Frequent destructive interference results in communication failure, this phenomenon is known as deep fading (i.e., Rayleigh fading).

2.3 Diversity Combining

Multiple copies of the radio signal available at the receiver experience more or less independent fading, if the radio channels are sufficiently separated in space, frequency, or time. The techniques to improve the effect of fading is known as diversity combining. These techniques use multiple copies of the signal to improve the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of the received signal.

Transmit diversity and receive diversity are two popular schemes of diversity combining. Transmit diversity proposes to transmit the same symbol from multiple antennas and receive diversity employs multiple antennas at the receiver side to
receive the symbol [12]. Employing combining to multiple copies of symbols helps to mitigate the fading effect in wireless communications without making any significant changes to the physical layer.

Scanning Diversity, Selection Diversity, Maximal-Ratio Combining (MRC), and Equal Gain Combining (EGC) are the common types of space diversity techniques that are used in practice [13]. Selection diversity proposes to pick the sample with the highest SNR of all the samples and use that alone to decode the signal. EGC is the simplest of all the techniques as it assigns equal gain to all the diversity branch and adds merely all the samples from different branches. MRC is a more sophisticated technique as it calculates the gain of every diversity branch, which is proportional to the rms signal level and inversely proportional to the mean square noise level and than adds constructively all the copies of the signal. A detailed comparative study of all these combining techniques presents MRC to be the best-combining technique and EGC provides the best performance only for low bit-error rate (BER) values [14].

In Space diversity, if antennas are present too near to each other and there is no sufficient spacing between them then; as a result, all antennas experience correlated fading affecting the overall diversity gain. According to [12], to experience uncorrelated channels in a two-branch receiver, the antennas must be separated in space in the order of ten wavelengths. Effect of correlated Nakagami fading on MRC is studied in [15]. It turns out that the system performance deteriorates as the correlation increases between the branches. Applying diversity combining on distributed systems provide higher robustness against fading and shadowing effects [16], thus, resulting in higher diversity gain. But performing diversity in a distributed network requires complex receivers.

Some wireless networks usually comprise of low power receivers or nodes and every receiver does not have a capability to perform complex operations to accomplish diversity combining. Such receivers can act as a relay to some other stronger receiver using schemes such as Amplify-and-Forward (AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF) [17], and thus enable cooperative diversity [18].

WSNs have seen a rise in their use to monitor animals in the wild. BATS project [19] is one such attempt, which uses diversity combining and looks into the practical aspects of diversity combining [5] in ultra-low power WSNs.

Performing diversity combining helps us to mitigate fading losses. Employing diversity combining needs samples to be gathered at a single point.

2.4 Data Gathering Algorithms

In a WSNs, sink node is critical to the operation of the network. As sink node act as a gateway to the outside network for other sensors in the network. Death of
the sink node will result in the collapse of the functionality of the whole network. According to Anastasi et al. [20], communication is a significant factor of energy consumption in WSN. To increase the lifetime of the sink node and improve the energy efficiency of the network, efficient data aggregation algorithms are employed within the sensor network, which in turn reduces the number of transmissions made within the network. For data aggregation algorithms to work, data needs to be efficiently collected, and these gathering algorithms can be categorized as the cluster and tree-based algorithms.

2.4 Data Gathering Algorithms

2.4.1 Cluster based algorithm

In a WSNs, neighbouring sensors have a similar perception of an event. Thus clustering sensor nodes help in reducing the transmission of redundant data, and therefore increasing the lifetime of the network. In the past [11], algorithms have used random selection to elect Cluster Head (CH), some have taken a more informed approach where the residual energy of the sensor nodes or the distance of nodes from the sink nodes has been used to elect CH.

In past, few popular clustering algorithms have been proposed for WSN [21]–[24]. These algorithms were simple but did not provide the most efficient solution. The major drawbacks were a non-uniform distribution of cluster heads, resulting in non-uniform energy consumption in the network.

Random competition based clustering (RCC) [25] is proposed for mobile ad hoc networks competition based clustering technique, which could also be used for WSN. It is a distributed clustering algorithm, which is simple and focuses on the stability of clusters. In the network, the node declaring first wins and becomes a CH and govern the rest of the nodes in its radio range. Nodes in the radio range on listening to the broadcast give up their opportunity to be a CH and accept the first node as the CH. In such distributed setup there is the probability of nodes announcing their candidature as CH to be concurrent. Nodes use a random timer to resolve any such conflict. Every node before transmitting its CH claim reset its random timer, and if it receives another CH claim in this time, it ceases to transmit its claim to be CH. On selection of CH, it can act as an aggregator of the data gathered by the Cluster Member (CM).

Ding, Holliday, and Celik [26] proposed a Distributed Weight-Based Energy-Efficient Hierarchical Clustering (DWEHC), to ensure uniform distribution of CH in the network and achieve less energy consumption. It works in a distributed manner wherein every node calculates its weight once it locates all the neighbours in the sensor network. The weight is the function of the energy and the neighbours. The node with the highest weight become the CH, and the other nodes in the neighbourhood become the CM. The nodes in the cluster are called first level
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members, and they keep adjusting its path to reach the CH using the least energy path via other nodes. The new path discovered may be multi-hop, and nodes can be at the second level, to limit the number of levels range is specified.

Usually, the clustering algorithm focus on the generation of a minimum number of independent clusters. Youssef et al. [27] proposed a technique Multi-hop Overlapping Clustering Algorithm (MOCA) in which they argued that having some level of overlapping can help in routing localization and recovery in case of CH failure. Each node becomes CH which some probability p, after that each node advertise itself to all the nodes in the network in its radio range. The nodes forward the CH advertisement to a predefined number of hops. Nodes in the sensor network send a request to all the CH it has heard from to join the cluster. Node ID of all the CH is sent with the request, which in turn helps to identify the number of the cluster the node is part off. The probability p helps to control the count of clusters in the network.

Another energy-aware protocol for nonuniformly distributed and heterogeneous nodes was proposed by Yu et al. [28]. Energy consumption of the network is uniformly distributed in the network by increasing the work to the CH in the sparse areas. Avoid Near Cluster Heads (ANCH) [29], is a comparatively new algorithm. It also focuses on the uniform distribution of CHs in the network. First, all the potential CHs are identified. Then elimination of CHs which are close to each other starts to reach an optimum number of CH.

2.4.2 Tree based algorithm

Tree-based algorithms [30], [31] usually rely on the hierarchical structure of the nodes in the network, rooted at the sink node in the network. Tree algorithm relies on the construction of a spanning tree rooted at the sink node to perform data gathering and aggregation. The simple and efficient way of data aggregation is to define the direction of the flow of the data and mark intermediate nodes as an aggregator within the network.

Ding, Cheng, and Xue [32] proposed a heuristic to construct and maintain an aggregation tree. The non-leaf nodes are responsible for data aggregation and data forwarding. They considered residual energy as important heuristics. Higher residual energy of a sensor node gives it a higher chance to be a non-leaf node, broadcast first and also be a parent to a node in case child node has two parents. During aggregation tree construction every node transmits only once. A tree is constructed periodically if residual power is below some threshold, its children node change to new parents.

Kuo and Tsai [33] studied the problem of constructing energy efficient data aggregation trees. They showed that this problem is NP-complete. Shortest path tree
algorithm and Steiner tree algorithm was probed by them and they found that both have bad approximation ratio, so they proposed a new approximation algorithm in which they considered the wireless links with low quality and showed proposed algorithm perform well in terms of energy cost.

Recently Lin and Chen [34] presented a study focusing on the construction of maximum-lifetime data aggregation tree in WSN. They proposed an approximation algorithm to construct a data aggregation tree, whose inverse lifetime is guaranteed to be within a bound from the optimal aggregation tree. They have shown that the adjustable transmission power of the sensor nodes has advantages over fixed transmission power of the sensor nodes to maximum levels in the network. Thus they were able to increase the lifetime of the network.

2.5 Bats Project

Bats project relies on ultra-low power sensor nodes which are carried by the bats to monitor the movement of the bats in the wild [19]. These small and light weight sensor nodes weigh only 2 g so that they are easily mountable on the bats with an average weight of 20 g. When these bat nodes come in contact with the other bat nodes, they store the contact information. Later, when they visit the hunting ground, which happens on an irregular basis, the wake-up receiver of the bat node is triggered by the ground nodes whenever in range. Because of the foliage environment, the signal received at the ground nodes is affected by multi-path fading and shadowing. The highly mobile nature of the bat nodes also make the communication difficult. Energy constraint of the bat node prohibits the nodes from using standard approaches like the repeated transmissions. Other approaches like Forward Error Correction (FEC) using fountain codes was also investigated in [35] to improve the reliability which provided encouraging results but not sufficient enough.

A novel technique of soft-bit diversity combining was developed and investigated in [36]. It used distributed nodes as collaborators to perform diversity combining and improve the Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) at the ground nodes. As this approach converted the received signal into soft-bit values before diversity combining, information was lost and affected the overall diversity gain. A new technique was proposed which exploited the signal-level diversity in the same distributed network [5]. It forwarded the selected signal samples to the central node, which performed synchronization and phase correction before applying diversity combining techniques on the signal samples resulting in maximum diversity gain.

As stated before, if diversity combining is performed at a central node, every node acting as a branch needs to forward the received data to the central node, however, in the case of distributed diversity combining, it needs to be performed in
one of the involved nodes. To enable distributed diversity combining, nodes need to cooperate with each other.

2.6 Simulation of WSN

With the increase in the applications of WSNs, the complexity and the scale of such networks are increasing. Thus, studying the behaviour of an individual sensor node and WSN becoming complex. Therefore, to conduct a study of such large and complex application, simulation is used. Researchers rely heavily on simulation to verify their ideas. Simulation enables rapid prototyping of sensor nodes of WSN and protocols using a high-level programming language like C++. It also makes it easy to debug and visualize the protocols behaviour employed in the network.

There are few well-known simulators used to simulate WSN, such as OMNeT++\(^1\) and ns-3\(^2\). Both the simulators are a discrete-event simulator.

OMNeT++ is modular, component-based network simulation library written in C++ [37]. It is an open source library and free to use for non-commercial purpose. OMNeT++ is a simulation framework not a simulator on its own. It does not contain models for network protocol like IP. The external framework developed for OMNeT++ makes it an attractive option for network simulation. It is considered to be better than other network simulators [38]. The frameworks developed for OMNeT++ makes it a desirable option to use for simulation.

INET framework\(^3\) is one such framework developed for OMNeT++. It is also an open-source network simulation package. INET contains models of the internal stack (TCP, UDP, IPv4, etc.), it also includes the model for wired and wireless protocols (Ethernet, IEEE 802.11, etc.), supports mobility models, physical layer and many other protocols. INET built around the concept of modules like OMNeT++, and message passing is used to communicate between different modules. The small components and network protocols can be used to form custom hosts, routers, switches or wireless nodes. The modular structure of INET makes it easy to understand the existing components and protocols as well as provide an opportunity for users to define and implement their components and protocols to validate new ones. INET uses the infrastructure provided by the OMNeT++ to execute the simulations from IDE or command line, parametrize the simulations or record data generated to study or verify the behaviour of protocols.

---

1\https://www.omnetpp.org/
2\https://www.nsnam.org/
3\https://inet.omnetpp.org/
Chapter 3

Data Gathering Techniques

There have been techniques proposed in the past to gather and aggregate data in an efficient way and send it to the sink node, such as cluster approach and tree approach.

Clustering algorithms and tree algorithms have been summarized by [7], [39]. Clustering algorithms can be categorized into two categories of centralized and distributed algorithms [40]. In distributed clustering algorithms, all the decision related to cluster formation is taken by sensor nodes based on its internal information. In contrast, centralized clustering algorithms rely on a central node or sink node for the decision making. The sink node has a complete view of the whole network.

In BATS scenario, we have a heterogeneous WSN. Bat with a sensor act as a mobile node. Sensor nodes or ground node which are static, communicate with each other via wireless communication. Sink node acts as a gateway for the WSN, and it doesn't have the view of the whole network from the outset.

3.1 Problem Statement

Data samples received by ground nodes in the network has to be gathered at one point for employing diversity combining, which allows us to decode signals at the receiver. Before gathering data, we need a node which can act as an aggregator and then the diversity combining technique can be employed.

If the point of aggregation is far from the Point-of-Origin (POO), it is the position at which the mobile node makes the transmission; all the copies will have to be forwarded to the node chosen to be an aggregator. Each transmission and reception costs energy to the ground nodes and utilizes the wireless link. Thus the lifetime of the sensor nodes in the network depends on the point at which aggregation is performed. If the aggregator is far from the POO, we will need more transmission to
3.1 Problem Statement

gather the data at the aggregator, thus consuming more energy of the sensor nodes, which are energy constraint.

This problem can be seen as an exercise to select an aggregator near to POO and thus pushing the point of aggregation within the network. We cannot choose a static aggregator as our source is mobile, resulting in different POO after every transmission. The mobile nature of the source compels us to select a new aggregator after every transmission.

Choosing an aggregator near the POO will result in less transmission to gather the data and assure efficient usage of the limited energy of the sensor networks and increasing the lifetime of the sensor nodes in the network.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 3.1** – Mobile bat transmitter, Sink node and distributed ground nodes that detect the transmitted signal.

In order to understand it better consider Figure 3.1. Nodes marked as 1, 2, 3, 4, are considered to have the sample from the mobile node. Each node is at non-zero hop distance from the sink node.

- Node 1 → 5
- Node 2 → 4
- Node 3 → 4
- Node 4 → 3

If we perform diversity combining at node 4, we will reduce the number of transmissions as node 1, 2 and 3 hop count distance to node 4 is less. Hence only node 4 will have to transmit the combined data stream to the sink node.

- Node 1 → 2
3.2 Centralized Approach

In our scenario, ground nodes are unaware about the other nodes which have the copies of the sample. We need to define techniques which allows them to cooperate with each other using minimum overhead.

3.2 Centralized Approach

Our first, naive approach is a centralized approach. In this approach (cf. Algorithm 3.1), sensor node on detecting samples transmitted by the mobile node forwards it towards the sink node. Every sensor node cannot communicate with the sink node directly. Thus other sensor nodes are used to communicate to the sink node. In this multihop setup, other sensor nodes act as a relay and forward the data sample to the sink node. The sink node on receiving samples from various sensor nodes act as an aggregator and employ diversity combining. Once combining is performed, the sink node tries to decode the combined signal to recover the data transmitted by the mobile node.

Require: \( \text{event} \in \{ \text{signal from mobile node, signal from ground node} \} \)
Ensure: received signal is forwarded to sink

1: \textbf{switch} (event)
2: \quad \textbf{case} signal from mobile node:
3: \quad \quad \textbf{case} signal from ground node:
4: \quad \quad \quad \textbf{if} currentNode is sink \textbf{then}
5: \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{employ diversity combining with the signal copies received and, afterwards, decode}
6: \quad \quad \quad \quad \textbf{else}
7: \quad \quad \quad \quad \text{forward the received signal to sink}
8: \quad \quad \textbf{end if}
9: \textbf{end switch}

Algorithm 3.1 – Centralized

This approach act as a baseline for comparison and measuring the performance of other approaches. As sink node act as an aggregator, gathering data from all the sensor nodes receiving the data at the sink node becomes vital to decode the signal with high probability. The number of transmissions done is equal to the hop distance of the sensor node from the sink node.
3.3 Cluster Approach

Figure 3.2 – Mobile bat transmitter, Sink node and distributed ground nodes that detect the transmitted signal. The addition function shows where diversity combining is employed. Arrows indicate necessary transmissions for centralized approach.

Consider an example in Figure 3.2. The nodes marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4 receive sample from mobile bat transmitter. For samples to reach sink node from respective sensor nodes take the following number of transmissions:

Node 1 $\rightarrow$ 5  
Node 2 $\rightarrow$ 4  
Node 3 $\rightarrow$ 4  
Node 4 $\rightarrow$ 3

After the number of transmissions specified above is made, all data sample will reach the sink. Subsequently, sink node can perform diversity combining on the received samples.

3.3 Cluster Approach

In the cluster approach, we want to push the process of aggregation within the network by selecting an aggregator near POO. Thus to answer the question of designating an aggregator and gathering data at the aggregator in a distributed network, we take inspiration from the standard method of clustering.

In a cluster, we have a CH and CM, wherein CM sends data to CH. Thus solving our problem of gathering the data and designating an aggregator, asCH can act as an aggregator by employing diversity combining technique on the data samples sent by all the CM.
3.3 Cluster Approach

Require: event \in \{ \text{signal from mobile node, signal from ground node, } c\text{BackoffTime expired, slaveBackoff expired} \}

Ensure: received signal is forwarded to sink

1: \textbf{switch} (event)
2: \textbf{case} signal from mobile node:
3: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} received SNR > SNR_{\text{max}} \textbf{then}
4: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{cBackoffTime} \leftarrow 0.0
5: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else}
6: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{map received SNR on the scale of } SNR_{\text{diff}} \text{ (calculated from } SNR_{\text{max}} - SNR_{\text{min}}) \text{)
7: \hspace{1em} \text{cBackoffTime} \leftarrow \text{wait time from the scale}
8: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end if}
9: \hspace{1em} \text{start cBackoffTime}
10: \textbf{case} c\text{BackoffTime expired:}
11: \hspace{1em} \text{broadcast CH selection and start slaveBackoff}
12: \textbf{case} signal from ground node:
13: \hspace{1em} \textbf{if} currentNode is sink \textbf{then}
14: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{employ diversity combining with the signal copies received and, afterwards, decode}
15: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{forward the signal to sink}
16: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else if} CH selection broadcasted \textbf{then}
17: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{employ diversity combining with the signal copies received, decode, and forward the result to sink}
18: \hspace{1em} \textbf{else}
19: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \text{forward the signal to sink}
20: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end if}
21: \textbf{case} slaveBackoff expired:
22: \hspace{1em} \text{employ diversity combining with the signal copies received, decode, and forward the result to sink}
23: \textbf{end switch}

Algorithm 3.2 - Cluster

We propose Cluster Algorithm 3.2, a variant of standard clustering technique. For the cluster to form the sensor nodes receiving samples from the mobile node needs to cooperate. On receiving the data from the mobile node, sensor nodes use SNR of the received signal in the arbitration to become CH. All the sensor nodes with the sample, start a cBackoffTime based on the received SNR. The sensor node with highest SNR gets the role the CH and also the aggregator. The CH broadcast its selection on winning the arbitration and wait for a slaveBackoff for other sensor nodes with a copy of the signal to forward the copies. Other sensor nodes with the
3.3 Cluster Approach

copy of the signal, act as a CM and forward the copy of the signal from the mobile node to the selected CH. On expiry of slaveBackoff timer, CH employs diversity combining on all the samples gathered from the CM, resulting in a single stream of decoded data from all the gathered samples. Finally, combined data is forwarded to the sink node. The CH may be more than a hop distance away from sink node, hence other nodes within the network act as a relay for the CH.

In the algorithm, $SNR_{max}$ and $SNR_{min}$ represent configurable SNR thresholds, which define the scale on which receives SNR can be mapped. Thus helping on setting cBackoffTime, which defines the time sensor node to wait before sending the CH selection message. CH also employs slaveBackoff time, which is the waiting time at the CH for receiving samples before attempting diversity combining on the received samples.

Consider example in Figure 3.3. The nodes marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4 receive a sample from mobile bat transmitter. In this case, all nodes do not forward the samples directly to the sink node. Sensor node 2, becomes CH and other nodes forward the samples with them to sensor node 2 indicated by dotted arrows in the figure. Then diversity combining is applied at node 2, indicated by an addition function symbol. After decoding the data, it is forwarded to the sink node which is indicated by solid arrow lines in the figure.

This approach has a small overhead of forming the cluster, but it has a clear advantage as it takes less transmission for decoded data to reach the sink node.
3.4 Tree Approach

Tree approach like cluster approach tries to push aggregation in the network instead of performing it at the sink node. All the nodes in the ground network form a tree, rooted at sink node. The nodes in the network are assigned a level, and multiple nodes can be at a level. In this approach, nodes are not marked as an aggregator explicitly unlike that of the cluster approach. The nodes on receiving data from the mobile node wait before forwarding the data towards the sink node. Thus allowing the data from a node at a higher level to trickle down and enable the node to act as an aggregator by employing diversity combining on the samples received and forward the samples as a single stream of data towards the sink node.

**Require:** \( \text{event} \in \{ \text{signal from mobile node, signal from ground node, tBackoffTime expired} \} \)

**Ensure:** received signal is forwarded to sink

```plaintext
1: switch (event)
2: case signal from mobile node:
3: \( t\text{BackoffTime} \leftarrow \text{level} \times \text{baseBackoffTime} \)
4: start \( t\text{BackoffTime} \)
5: case signal from ground node:
6: if currentNode is sink then
7: employ diversity combining with the signal copies received, if still not decoded
8: else if signal already decoded then
9: \( t\text{BackoffTime} \leftarrow 0.0 \)
10: start \( t\text{BackoffTime} \)
11: else
12: \( t\text{BackoffTime} \leftarrow \text{baseBackoffTime} \)
13: start \( t\text{BackoffTime} \)
14: end if
15: case \( t\text{BackoffTime} \) expired:
16: if received more than one copy of the same signal then
17: employ diversity combining
18: end if
19: forward the signal to sink
20: end switch
```

**Algorithm 3.3 – Tree**

We propose Tree Algorithm 3.3, in which sensor nodes on receiving the data from the mobile node, compute \( t\text{BackoffTime} \) timer. \( t\text{BackoffTime} \) is computed as product of
its \textit{level} and \textit{baseBackoffTime}, where \textit{level} represents the sensor node position relative to the sink node. If the sensor node receives multiple copies before \textit{tBackoffTime} expires, nodes employ diversity combining before forwarding the data towards the sink node. The sensor node which does not receive the sample from the mobile node, but receives a signal for another sensor node, waits for one \textit{baseBackoffTime} before forwarding the received signals. If during the wait multiple signals are received, it also acts as an aggregator and employs diversity combining on the samples.

![Figure 3.4](image)

\textbf{Figure 3.4} – Mobile bat transmitter, Sink node and distributed ground nodes that detect the transmitted signal. The addition function shows where diversity combining is employed. Arrows indicate necessary transmissions for tree approach.

Consider example in Figure 3.4, the nodes receiving the sample from the mobile node are marked with 1, 2, 3, 4. The node 1 is farthest from the sink, and it is on \textit{level} \leftarrow 0, node 2 and 3 are at same \textit{level} \leftarrow 1 and node 4 is at \textit{level} \leftarrow 2. Nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 on receiving the sample from the mobile node calculate the \textit{tBackoffTime}. Node 2 will wait for one \textit{baseBackoffTime} more than that of node 1, thus node 2 will get the message forwarded by node 1 and will be able to employ diversity combining on the samples received and forward only one single stream forward. This wait mechanism allows aggregation to happen within the network and doesn't call for an explicit marking of nodes as an aggregator.

### 3.5 Model Implementation

We implemented the algorithms discussed in the previous sections in the INET framework\textsuperscript{4}. INET provides an implementation of realistic wireless channel models, functionality for various ISO layers and mobility models.

\textsuperscript{4}https://github.com/inet-framework/inet
3.5 Model Implementation

3.5.1 Application Scenario

To evaluate our data gathering approaches, we have designed a scenario based on the BATS project. The network is heterogeneous in nature. It consists of a mobile sensor node mounted on the bats (mobile node), static sensor nodes (ground nodes) and a sink node.

![BATS simulation network](image)

We have designed a two-dimensional model as discussed in [35]. It has a system area of 1000 m × 1000 m, which has a hunting area consisting of 100 nodes in the centre as shown in Figure 3.5. The ground nodes are marked in green color and the sink node has been marked in red color. The nodes are placed in a grid, with inter-distance of 30 m. Further, we have used two different positions for the sink node i.e., at the centre and at the side of the network. To model the mobility of bat we have used Random Waypoint model [41]. In literature [42], the harmful effects of random waypoint mobility have been discussed. Hence to have a uniform distribution of transmission from the mobile node over the hunting area, we place the ground nodes at the centre of the network. We also assume that nodes in the network are synchronized up to a level of ms using Network Time Protocol (NTP) [43]. Nodes communicate with each other using standard WiFi protocol. To simulate realistic wireless channel, we have included Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), FSPL, and fading loss of 0.25 dB/m [3].
3.5 Model Implementation

In our model, for communication between ground nodes in the ground network, we have defined static routing. Static routing is shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Circles represent ground nodes and rectangle represent the sink node in the network. The arrow indicates the next hop from the current node.

3.5.2 Cluster Formation

In the centralized algorithm, the ground nodes receiving a data sample from the mobile node forward it towards the sink node. Centralized algorithm considers the sink node to be the centralized aggregator. The diversity combining is performed, once all the data samples are received at the sink node.

Cluster algorithm takes a very different approach when it comes to the position of performing aggregation. The most significant shift it does is moving the process of aggregation within the network near to the POO. Cluster algorithm does not

![Figure 3.6 – Static routing with the sink node at centre of the hunting area.](image)
consider the sink node to be the only aggregator in the network rather CH of every cluster also act as an aggregator. We can also see the process of cluster formation as the process of data gathering.

As ground nodes in the ground network do not know which all nodes receive the signal from the mobile node, therefore, a distributed technique is used to form the cluster. The ground nodes receiving the data sample from the mobile node use the SNR of the collected data sample, to compete with each other to become the CH of the cluster. Ground nodes independently decide the wait time before announcing their selection as a CH. Intuitively, wait time of any ground node is inversely proportional to the received SNR. The node with the highest SNR will announce its selection as CH before than any other ground node. It can also be said as the node nearest to the mobile node at the time of transmission has the highest probability to become a CH as that node with high probability will see lesser channel losses.

Figure 3.7 – Static routing with the sink node outside the hunting area.
Received SNR provides us with a great way to resolve contention, but to effectively use SNR to define wait time we need to establish a scale to set bounds on the wait time. Establishing bounds on the wait time will allow us to finish the process of cluster formation under stipulated time. In our case answer comes from the topology of the ground network. In our model, FSPL is the major contributor to the channel losses as seen in the outdoor measurements [44]. Hence, it enables us to estimate the losses experienced by the samples before reaching a ground nodes at a certain distance. Geometrically looking at the ground network, set of four nodes form a square of side 30 m length. We define two arcs of radius max-radius and min-radius respectively, around every ground node shown in Figure 3.8. While transmitting the samples, the mobile node can be in the area under the curve formed by max-radius of only one ground node at any instance, hence the ground node having received SNR greater than the $SNR_{\text{max}}$ becomes CH, resulting in avoidance of any kind of contention with other ground nodes for CH selection. $SNR_{\text{max}}$ (in dB) is calculated as 

$$SNR_{\text{max}} = P_{\text{tx}} - L_{\text{noise}} - L_{\text{FadingMax}} - L_{\text{FreeSpaceMax}},$$  

(3.1)

where $P_{\text{tx}}$ is the transmit power and $L$ represents the different loss terms. $SNR_{\text{max}}$, $L_{\text{FadingMax}}$, $L_{\text{FreeSpaceMax}}$ are values calculated at the point max-radius which is 14 m in our scenario. The ground nodes having received SNR less than $SNR_{\text{min}}$ can never

![Figure 3.8 – A simplified sub-grid with inter-distance of 30 m between nodes showing arcs formed by max-radius and min-radius.](image-url)
be selected as CH, where $SNR_{\text{min}}$ (in dB) is calculated as

$$SNR_{\text{min}} = P_{\text{tx}} - L_{\text{Noise}} - L_{\text{FadingMin}} - L_{\text{FreeSpaceMin}},$$

(3.2)

$SNR_{\text{min}}$, $L_{\text{FadingMin}}$, $L_{\text{FreeSpaceMin}}$ are values calculated at the point min-radius which is 21 m. Similarly, if the SNR is less than $SNR_{\text{max}}$ but greater than $SNR_{\text{min}}$, the ground nodes will take part in the contention to be CH. We define a scale of length $SNR_{\text{diff}} = SNR_{\text{max}} - SNR_{\text{min}}$, the scale is divided in discrete parts. We assign back-off time to each part. Every contender node finds $c_{\text{BackoffTime}}$ (in ms) by mapping its received SNR on the scale of $SNR_{\text{diff}}$ as shown in Figure 3.9.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{snr_scale.png}
\caption{Figure 3.9 – Scale mapping received SNR to find $c_{\text{BackoffTime}}$.}
\end{figure}

As the difference between two points max and min points is 7 m. We divide the $SNR_{\text{diff}}$ into seven equally sized slots. The scale initially is finely divided, and the first two slots get wait time as 2 ms and 3 ms respectively, whereas rest of the slots are coarsely divided, 3rd and 4th slots are assigned wait time of 5 ms and rest of the slots are assigned wait time of 7 ms. The idea behind doing so is to identify the node nearest to the mobile node as quickly as possible.

The ground node with least $c_{\text{BackoffTime}}$ expires first and announces to be CH. On listening to the broadcast, the ground nodes join the cluster as CM and forward the sample from the mobile node to the CH. The CH waits for $slave_{\text{Backoff}}$ time after the broadcast, to receive samples from the CM. The expiry of $slave_{\text{Backoff}}$ at CH, is followed by employing diversity combining on all the samples received. We have set $slave_{\text{Backoff}}$ time to 10 ms in our implementation as the ground network can receive at most one transmission per time interval according to the BATS protocol [3].

### 3.5.3 Tree Formation

In our tree approach, we define the level to which each ground node belongs, levels are represented by dotted lines in Figure 3.4. The node present on the one-dotted line belongs to the same level. The level value increases as we move towards the sink node.

Every ground node on receiving signal sample transmitted by the mobile node initializes a $t_{\text{BackoffTime}}$ timer. The value of the $t_{\text{BackoffTime}}$ timer directly depends
on the value of level and baseBackoffTime. On expiry of tBackoffTime, the respective
ground node checks if it has received any copies from ground nodes at a lower
level, further, it performs diversity combining on the received samples. Finally,
combined data is forwarded towards the sink node. The value of level (starting at
integer value zero) increases as we move towards the sink node. Every node in the
network is a potential aggregator, and sensor nodes near to that of the sink node
have more probability of becoming an aggregator. As multiple sensor nodes get
data from the mobile node and forward their data samples independently unlike
the cluster approach, we will have multiple aggregators in the network on the way
to the sink node. Other ground nodes present in the way to the sink node wait
for baseBackoffTime before forwarding the data towards the sink. Hence value of
baseBackoffTime is a critical value.

![Figure 3.10](image_url)

Figure 3.10 – Parameter study to identify optimal baseBackoffTime in Tree
approach.

If we choose baseBackoffTime value too small, the nodes will forward the signal
towards the sink node before the sample from the ground nodes at lower level arrive;
if it is too high end-to-end time delay will increase. Thus baseBackoffTime value
becomes a configurable parameter in this approach, which needs to be tailored as
per the scenario.

To identify the optimal baseBackoffTime, we conducted a parameter study with
various baseBackoffTime. In Figure 3.10, we recorded the number of transmissions
required to make data available at the sink node for baseBackoffTime from 1 ms to
11 ms. The error bars indicate the standard deviation in the plot. We can see in that
after 6 ms reduction in the number of transmission stops. Hence we choose 6 ms as
the baseBackoffTime value for our simulation.
Chapter 4

Evaluation

We evaluated our both cluster and tree approach with the help of extensive simulations done using INET framework. We have simulated both the approaches for sink position at centre and outside the network. As a baseline approach we have also evaluated a centralized approach. We have used multiple parameters to study the effectiveness and difference between our approaches.

4.1 Simulation Setup

We used BATS application for our simulation scenario. Applications scenario has been explained in chapter 3. A mobile node (i.e., Bat) starts from the left-top corner in the setup. In our setup bat uses random waypoint mobility model. Mobile node transmits sample every 100 ms. The size of the packet transmitted by a mobile node is 12 B [5].

We have considered only one mobile node in our simulation. We have conducted our simulation for two different positions of the sink node in the network. Performance of approaches has been studied with the sink node at the centre and outside

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>115s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetitions</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Node Count</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Node Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink Node Count</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>50nJ/bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 – Simulation parameter study values
4.1 Simulation Setup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Node</td>
<td>Transmission Power</td>
<td>-5dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packet length</td>
<td>12B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Node</td>
<td>Transmitter Power</td>
<td>5dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Sensitivity</td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>-85dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sink Node</td>
<td>Bitrate</td>
<td>24Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Packet Length</td>
<td>3840B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 – Simulation parameter for mobile node, ground node and sink node

at the network. Sink node outside the network helps us evaluate the worst case end-to-end time delay of our approaches.

We have 100 ground nodes in our scenario. Each ground node has two radios. We use different channels for communication between mobile node to ground node and ground node to ground node.

The mobile sensor node transmits a packet of 12B. The sampling rate of the data samples transmitted by the mobile node is five samples per bit. Every bit is made up of complex and real component. Each real and complex component needs 4 B to represent in C++.

\[ 12 \times 5 \times 8 \times 2 \times 4 = 3840 \text{ B} \]

(4.1)

Therefore, ground nodes transmit 3840 B in the ground network for each sample they receive from the mobile node. We have used IEEE 802.11 to communicate between sensor nodes.

According to Yoon, Liu, and Noble [42], random waypoint mobility model does not provide a steady speed throughout the simulations. The speed of the mobile node decreases consistently over the time of the simulation. Thus resulting in the concentration of transmission at the centre of our system area. To overcome this challenge we have concentrated our sensor nodes, which is called the hunting area, at the centre of the system area. We recorded all the points at which mobile nodes transmit over the simulation time. We have plotted all the points of transmission in Figure 4.1, we can see that the number of transmissions grows denser towards the centre of the system area. Hence moving the hunting area in the centre of the system area, marking it by a square coloured in green, helps us to achieve an almost uniform distribution of transmission over the hunting area.
4.1 Simulation Setup

In our setup, we have added channel utilization measurement. We record the total time for which radio is either transmitting or receiving, in every 100 ms slot. To validate our implementation we have also developed a mathematical model replicating a simple scenario where every ground node in the network transmits once, which is forwarded to the sink. In the process, we record the ground nodes receiving power more than the sensitivity of the radio, which is $-85$ dBm, in each 100 ms slot. As ground nodes transmit 3840 B of data in one transmission with bit rate of 24 Mbps, it takes approximately 1.5 ms (including RTS, CTS and ACK messages by the mac layer of IEEE 802.11), for transmission of a packet to complete. This approximation gives us the time for which ground nodes experience the channel to be busy in 100 ms slot. We have plotted Figure 4.2, ECDF of the channel utilization recorded for the scenario by our simulation model and our mathematical model.

Figure 4.1 – Mobile node transmission points, according to random waypoint mobility.
4.1 Simulation Setup

Data from the ground nodes are forwarded to the sink node. The nodes near to the sink node have a high probability of being involved in a transmission, which is being forwarded to the sink node in comparison to nodes far from the sink. Therefore to study the behaviour of our approaches, relative to the position of transmission made by the mobile node to that of the sink node, we have divided our hunting ground in three regions. We name these regions to be Near, Middle and Far region as seen in Figure 4.3.

In the scenario (Figure 4.3a), with the sink node at the centre of the hunting ground, we calculate the shortest distance between the sink node and one of the vertexes of the hunting area. We draw two circular arcs, such that they divide the line joining the vertex and the centre of the hunting area in three equal parts. The area enclosed by the smallest arc is called the near region, the area between the larger arc and the smaller arc is called the middle region and the area outside the larger arc would be the far region.

![Figure 4.3](image)

(a) Sink at center.

(b) Sink outside.

**Figure 4.3** – Hunting area divided into three regions, Far, Middle and Near region, depending on the position of the sink node in the system area.
is called the far region. When the sink is outside the hunting area (Figure 4.3b), we draw a diagonal vertex near to the sink and the opposite vertex. Then we continue to draw arcs in the same way as in the first scenario and mark the regions.

For our further discussion, we will classify the transmissions by the mobile node into these three regions depending on the position of the mobile node while transmission. Consequently discussing its effect on our proposed approaches.

### 4.2 Number of Nodes Involved

Firstly we investigated the number of ground nodes involved in the process of gathering and forwarding the data to the sink node.

![Graph](image)

(a) Sink in centre.

![Graph](image)

(b) Sink outside.

*Figure 4.4 – Number of ground nodes involved for the proposed algorithms to forward the signal successfully to the sink node.*
4.2 Number of Nodes Involved

On getting data samples from the mobile node, ground node needs to forward to the sink node. All ground nodes are not one hop away from the sink node in the network discussed in Chapter 3. Ground nodes use other ground nodes as a relay to forward the data to the sink node. Analyzing the ground nodes involved in the process of forwarding the data gives us a fair idea of the total number of ground nodes that directly participate either in processing or forwarding the received mobile node signal for all algorithms and help us estimate the energy load distribution among the nodes.

Data gathering algorithms may forward multiple copies of the samples to the sink node and use a node multiple times as a relay in the process; hence, we have counted each node only once in our study irrespective of the number of times of its involvement.

We have studied this metric for two positions of the sink node as shown in Figure 4.4. On the x-axis, we have three different regions, and on the y-axis, we have the number of nodes involved. The bars indicate the average number of nodes involved and the error bar indicate standard deviation from the mean.

An average number of nodes involved is less in the case of the sink node at centre (Figure 4.4a), compared to when the sink node is outside the network (Figure 4.4b). This effect can be credited entirely to the topology of the network and the position of the sink node.

The mean of the nodes involved reduces as we move from far region to near region, as the hop distance to the sink node reduces.

In both the cases, the nodes involved in case of centralized and tree algorithm is the same in every region. It comes from the fact that in both the algorithms ground nodes in principal forward the data towards the sink, thus taking the same route. However, the cluster algorithm on average involves lesser number of nodes as the ground nodes getting data only take part in cluster formation and only the node selected as CH forwards the data to the sink node.

The difference between the means of the other two algorithms to that of cluster algorithm reduces as we move from far region to the near region as the hop distance to sink node is reduced, and the difference in the path taken by the samples to reach the sink node reduces.

The cluster algorithm performs better than the other two algorithms. The number of nodes involved in the process of combining and forwarding the data samples to the sink node is always less.
4.3 Number of Transmissions

As nodes involved gives us a good measure of the nodes acting as a relay but does not quantify how many transmissions happened in the process of combining and forwarding the data samples.

We record the number of transmissions made in each algorithm shown in Figure 4.5, which includes any message passed to get the ground nodes to co-operate, process or forward the data towards the sink node. Mean of the transmission is indicated by bars in the plot and error bar indicate the standard deviation. We can see that the number of transmissions made to reach the sink node in case of sink outside the hunting area is almost double when compared to the case when the sink node is at the centre of the hunting area.

![Graph showing number of transmissions](Figure 4.5)

**Figure 4.5** – Number of transmissions in the ground network for all the proposed algorithms to forward the signal successfully to the sink node.
4.4 Channel Utilization

The centralized algorithm has the worst performance when compared to other two algorithms, as each ground node forwards its data sample to the sink node without any processing, combining is performed at the sink node. Cluster and tree algorithms take almost the same number of transmission to forward the data sample to the sink. Cluster algorithm marks the cluster head as the aggregator of the copies of the signal into one stream. The diversity combining is used as an aggregation technique; thus only one copy is forwarded towards the sink node. In tree algorithm, the nodes on the way to the sink node wait for a time equal to its calculated backoff and on receiving copies of signal perform diversity combining, and a single stream of data is forwarded. Thus cluster and tree result in almost the same number of transmissions in our study.

One interesting pattern can be viewed Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, as we move from far region to near region, the gain in cluster algorithm starts to reduce marginally when compared to tree algorithm. Cluster algorithm uses an extra message to form a cluster initially, hence, in the region near to the sink node cluster formation proves to be marginally expensive. Thus we can conclude that our both tree and cluster algorithm perform better than the centralized algorithm irrespective of the region in which transmission happens. However, cluster and tree algorithm performance depends a lot on the position of the transmission. Tree algorithm performs marginally better in cases when the transmission is made near to the sink node, and the cluster algorithm performs better than the tree algorithm as we move away from the sink node.

The tree and cluster algorithms involve about three times and two times fewer transmissions compared to the naïve centralized algorithm when the sink is outside and at the centre respectively.

4.4 Channel Utilization

We saw the number of transmissions required varied with different algorithms proposed. Less number transmission means less number of time the channel will get accessed by the ground nodes in the hunting area, thus affecting the time for which ground node sees the channel to be busy. To see the impact of the reduced number of transmission, we recorded channel utilization for both the position of the sink node. We recorded channel utilization every 100 ms, as bat transmits every 100 ms, over the whole simulation time.

We plot the ECDF of channel utilization of the nodes in each region over all the slots during the simulation in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6 – Channel utilization of ground nodes in different regions.

We can see that more ground node see the channel to be busy in the case when the sink node is outside to when the sink node is at the centre, in every region. It is explained by the fact that we need more number of transmissions to reach the sink node in the case when the sink node is outside to when the sink node is at the centre, in every region.

The fraction of ground node seeing no channel utilization decreases as we move near to the sink node. The ground nodes in the far region are distributed over a large area, thus in case of a transmission, tiny fraction of nodes see the channel to be busy. Middle region area is relatively smaller than far region hence on transmission higher fraction of nodes see the nodes to be busy. At last the near region area is the smallest, therefore on transmission highest fraction of nodes see the channel to be busy.
4.5 Time Delay

However, as all the copies converge at the sink node, the nodes nearer to the sink node experiencing non-zero channel utilization see high channel utilization, as they see the channel to be busy on every sample forwarded to the sink node. Hence explaining the trend of increase in channel utilization for the nodes with a decrease in the distance from the sink node.

On comparing the algorithms, we see that the clustering algorithm is always better or equivalent to the tree algorithm but much better compared to the centralized algorithm in all cases. Centralize algorithm makes the highest number of transmission as the ground node on receiving the sample from the mobile node, send each copy of the sample to the sink node through different routes; thus more nodes see the channel to be busy due to the high number of transmission made in the network.

4.5 Time Delay

We have analyzed the end-to-end delay of all the algorithms. End-to-end delay is the time taken by the data sample transmitted by the mobile node to reach the sink node. Time taken by algorithms to forward the data to the sink node plays a vital role in time-sensitive applications. In Figures 4.7 and 4.8, we plot the mean end-to-end time delay of the considered algorithms. The bar represents mean of time taken by algorithms and error bars show the standard deviation.

Nabeel, Bloessl, and Dressler [5] studied the effect of employing diversity combining techniques two and three branches on the PDR(%) . They showed that PDR improved with an increase in the number of branches. Hence, we measure the time taken by our algorithms to gather and forward the samples to the sink node with at least two, three and four branches; i.e., samples from two, three and four ground nodes.

In Figure 4.7 we can observe an interesting behaviour, as the number of branches increases the cluster and tree algorithm, time delay increases but the time delay of the cluster algorithm remains almost constant. In cluster algorithm, we can divide the time consumed into time required for three steps, i.e., CH selection, data gathering from CM and forwarding data to the sink node. With an increase in the desired number of branches we see a minimal increase in time in the data gathering phase, hence, overall time delay only increases slightly. However, in the case of centralize algorithm, every ground node sends its data independently to the sink node and combining is employed at the sink node. Thus an increase in the number of branches results in a significant increase in the total time delay. The tree algorithm inherently depends on its backoff time calculated at respective levels to gather data, to gather copies we wait at level until backoff expires, contributing to higher waiting time than the other two algorithms. Once the desired number of sample copies is combined,
4.5 Time Delay

data gets forwarded to the sink node ignoring delay at the further levels. Hence with an increase in the desired number of branches, to gather enough copies algorithm needs to wait at more levels, resulting in even higher time delay.

![Figure 4.7](image)

**Figure 4.7** – End-to-end delay for all proposed algorithms to combine at-least two, three and four data sample copies.

In the Figure 4.7, we have taken the mean of the end-to-end time delay of the transmission all over the hunting area. To further understand the behaviour of end-to-end time delay w.r.t., the position of the transmission in the hunting area, we conducted the study to record the end-to-end delay for all the three regions setting the number of branches to at least four.

We present the result in Figure 4.8. We can see two important trends in the plot, as we move nearer to the sink node, time delay reduces with centralized and cluster algorithm, however, tree algorithm shows just the opposite trend. This effect can
again be explained by another effect, as we move near to the sink node centralized and cluster algorithm need lesser number of transmission to forward its data to the sink node, hence taking lesser time. However, increase in the time delay in tree algorithm as we move near to the sink node cannot be credited to the number of transmissions. This effect stems from the fact that the tree algorithm relies on level-based backoff calculation. As we move near to the sink node the level value increases, hence resulting in high backoff values, consequently resulting in a higher time delay.

Figure 4.8 – End-to-end delay for all proposed algorithms to combine at-least four data sample copies for bat transmission in different regions.

In cluster algorithm irrespective of the region time required to form a cluster and gather the data does not change a lot, the time to forward the combined data varies as a number of transmissions required changes. As forwarding of combined
4.6 Energy Consumption

Data is one of the factors contributing to the time delay, a decrease in the number of transmissions does not impact the time delay much, instead decrease in the time delay is gradual. However, centralized algorithm sends all the copies to the sink node, hence when we move near to the sink node we see a reduction in the number of transmissions required to make all the four copies available at the sink node. Thus we see considerably high time delay for transmissions in the far region, and it reduces proportionally to the reduction in the number of transmissions over the regions.

In the case of sink outside the hunting area, we observe worst-case time delay for tree algorithm in the near region. The time delay crosses 100 ms, marked by a dotted line. We have discussed every bat re-transmit after every 100 ms, interference between two transmissions from the same mobile node may result in loss of data samples.

It is clear from the above discussion that the cluster algorithm results in the least time delay out of all the algorithms and the time delay does not change drastically depending on the position of the transmission or the number of branches used for combining.

4.6 Energy Consumption

Finally, we studied the energy consumption of the ground nodes in the hunting area, as a metric for the energy load distribution within the hunting area in the network. As we have discussed, ground nodes use the IEEE 802.11 protocol to communicate with each other. Halperin et al. [45] studied the effect of various parameters like transmit power, antenna, data rates on the energy consumption of an 802.11n NIC. The findings retreated the findings in [46], that transmit power control provides little gain as it is a small fraction of total power consumption. The findings also brought out the effect of data rate on power consumption.

For our study, we consider 50nJ per bit of energy consumption and bitrate is 24 Mbps. We further calculated power consumption using the formulae provide in [45].

\[
\text{power consumption} = \text{per-bit energy} \times \text{bitrate} \quad (4.2)
\]

Hence on calculating, we get the power consumption to be 1.2 W for each transmission and reception, we have not considered the energy consumption in the ideal state by the IEEE 802.11 NIC.

Considering mobile node transmit after every 100 ms throughout the simulation in total mobile node makes approximately 23000 transmissions. We have recorded the energy consumption by the ground nodes for each transmission and reception,
further, we added the energy consumption of the nodes over the complete period of simulation and runs.

Further, we plot the energy consumption of the ground nodes in Figures 4.9 to 4.11 employing centralized, cluster and tree algorithm respectively. The plots represent the state of the network after 23000 mobile node transmissions.

![Figure 4.9 – Energy consumption in ground nodes employing centralized algorithm.](image)

The x-axis and y-axis represent the actual position of the hunting area in the system area; hence, plots start at 365 on x-axis and y-axis. The legend represents the energy consumption value of the ground nodes. The legend scale have been converted to square root for better readability of plots.

Analyzing the plots, we observe as we move near to the sink node energy consumption in the ground nodes increase. As data generated in the ground network funnels down to the sink node, the ground nodes near the sink node are involved in more number of reception and transmission of data samples. Hence resulting in higher energy consumption when compared to ground nodes in other parts of the network.
4.6 Energy Consumption

One more interesting pattern we witness is that the energy consumption of nodes near the sink node is approximately three times higher in case of the centralized algorithm when compared to that of cluster and tree algorithm. We do know that the centralized algorithm uses the sink node as an aggregator; thus this very fact also explains this effect. As all the data samples received by ground nodes in the network is forwarded to the sink node, ground nodes perform more transmissions when compared to the cluster and tree algorithm where we perform in-network aggregation.

The cluster and tree algorithm has almost the same energy consumption, as we have seen earlier that the number of transmissions in both the algorithms is nearly the same. The interesting point to note here is that the cluster algorithm has better energy distribution and than the tree algorithm. As the once cluster is formed only one stream of data is forwarded towards the sink node whereas in case of tree algorithm aggregation happens on the way to the sink node. Thus resulting in lesser energy consumption on the static routes in case of cluster algorithm than the tree algorithm.

![Figure 4.10 – Energy consumption in ground nodes employing cluster algorithm.](image-url)
We can clearly see that centralized algorithm consumes more energy than that of the cluster and tree algorithms. One more interesting pattern to be observed is the increase in energy consumption as we move near to the sink node. As all the data finally funnels down to the sink node in the WSN, the nodes near to the sink node act as a relay to most of the transmissions or receive to most transmissions around the sink node, resulting in high energy consumption.

The cluster and tree algorithm has almost the same energy consumption, as we have seen earlier that the number of transmissions in both the algorithms is nearly the same. The interesting point to note here is that the cluster algorithm has better energy distribution than the tree algorithm. The energy consumption in case of cluster algorithm is lesser than the tree algorithms on the static routes to the sink node and around the sink node. As the once cluster is formed only one stream of data is forwarded towards the sink node whereas in case of tree algorithm aggregation happens on the way.

In the end, we summarize the algorithm proving to be the most efficient in respective metric in Table 4.3.
Cluster algorithm proves to be the best algorithm considering all the metrics. Tree algorithm shows the same effectiveness considering the number of transmissions, channel utilization and energy footprint. However, it performs worse when we consider end-to-end delay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of nodes involve</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of transmissions</td>
<td>Cluster &amp; Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Utilization</td>
<td>Cluster &amp; Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end delay</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Cluster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 – Summary of evaluation
Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis, we investigated different techniques to efficiently gather data in order to perform diversity combining in distributed sensor networks. We developed three techniques, naïve centralized (which acts as a baseline), cluster-based and, tree-based approaches to solve this problem.

On comparing the three algorithms, we showed that the cluster and tree algorithms perform way better than the centralized algorithm. Cluster and tree algorithm takes two to three times fewer transmissions to complete the process of gathering, combining and forwarding the data finally to the sink node.

In general, the cluster algorithm takes marginally less number of transmissions than that of the tree algorithm. However, as the mobile node transmits near to the sink node overhead to form the cluster outweighs the gain achieved by the cluster algorithm, thus tree performing marginally better in such situations. Both the algorithms therefore also show the same channel utilization pattern in the network.

Overall, both the cluster and tree algorithms perform the same on parameters like number of transmissions, channel utilization. However, tree algorithm performs worse considering the end-to-end time delay, and, cluster algorithm achieves the best end-to-end time delay.
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</tr>
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</tr>
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